Dear editor,
Cerebral microbleeds-an important marker of small vessel disease in the brain-have been fascinating clinicians and researchers for almost two decades, since they started to be increasingly detected due to the clinical use of heamosiderin-sensitive MRI sequences. 1 This enduring interest in the topic is driven by the high prevalence of these lesions in cerebrovascular disorders, dementia and in the elderly, in combination with the many unsettled clinical dilemmas created by their presence. 2 The literature on cerebral microbleeds has seen a geometric increase, with new important studies published on the topic almost on a weekly basis, several including global collaborations. Scientists have started exploring the power of social media to fundamentally speed up the pace at which knowledge on a topic is developed, shared and discussed, both within scientific communities and with the general public.
We have recently launched a Twitter space where those with a clinical research interest in cerebral microbleeds could connect. The idea for this dedicated space evolved from several discussions with friends and colleagues working in this area, and the @microbleeds platform was born ( Figure 1 ). Our Twitter space is initially intended to provide an international microblogging and social media platform to allow for the large-scale and rapid communication of ideas, news, updates, and studies on cerebral microbleeds, further encouraging a collaborative approach. By sharing comments, links, information, and notes about new developments with trusted sources, the platform will enable real-time highlighting and tracking of what's going on in the world of microbleeds. This allows for a continuous ongoing discussion on microbleeds, and their unraveling clinical associations and implications, and emphasizes areas in need for more research.
Our vision is for this space to form the foundation for bringing together a community of microbleeds enthusiasts and interested parties-a process heavily dependent on peer support. The @microbleeds space will gradually start to provide regular updates, present important findings in weekly chats and promote news on small vessel disease research opportunities and relevant conferences/events from around the world with live tweets from our members. It can involve both professional collaboration and communication with the public. Stay tuned @microbleeds.
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